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FORMER LEGISLATORS TELL GOVERNOR, LEGISLATURE “ENOUGH IS ENOUGH”
Traditional Republicans for Common Sense Launches
TOPEKA—Today, a group of 46 former traditional Republican legislators from across the state have
joined forces to form Traditional Republicans for Common Sense. The group will advocate for common
sense policy positions – like job creation, funding our schools and providing for common sense tax
policy.
“As former legislators, with over 500 years of collective service to Kansas, we care deeply about what
happens to our communities, our homes,” said former Assistant Majority Leader and State Chair of the
Republican Party Rep. Rochelle Chronister. “Unfortunately, deep-pocketed special interest groups are
spending millions of dollars attempting to buy the 2012 elections and silence voters. We will not allow
that to happen without a fight.”
The Kansas Constitution says that every child has the right to a fair and equal education. And, it is the
Legislature’s first responsibility to ensure that the formula is adequately funded. As recently as
December of 2010, the Legislature received the results of 2010 Commission’s five-year study that stated
the current finance formula was adequate, if properly funded.
“We’ve seen a number of gimmicks and stall tactics employed by some within the Legislative and
Executive branches in an effort to shirk their responsibility or shift the blame for their inaction to the
courts,” said Chronister. “The reality is that over $18,000 has been cut from every classroom, in every
school across the state. Our communities, especially our rural communities, are hurting. When
something is on fire, you don’t add fuel. The Legislature’s own commissions and reports say that the
system is underfunded. Why are we still debating this? Every day that goes by is a lost opportunity to
teach a student. We will not get this time back.” The legislature’s own Legislative Post Audit study in
2006 reported an almost 1 to 1 ratio showing that districts that spent more had better student
performance.
Impacting the school finance formula is also the larger discussion about taxes. Governor Sam Brownback
has introduced a tax plan that would sharply reduce income taxes, eliminate popular programs like the
Earned Income Tax Credit and Home Mortgage Deduction and revoke religious and charitable
organizations state tax-deductibility on donations.

